
Point the rifle in a safe direction and place the safety in the "on" position.  Next remove the magazine, 
pull back the bolt, and carefully inspect the chamber to be sure the rifle is unloaded.
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Fits all Marlin semi-auto .22 rifles, both old and new styles, tube and clip-fed. Models 60, 75, 990, 995                                                              
For proper fit, you may need to remove some material to fit on various Marlin Models.
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Step #1
Unscrew the (2) take-down screws.

Step #2
Lift the barreled action out of the old stock.

Step #3
Remove the trigger group retaining screws.
CAUTION: Secure the flange nut while removing the 
screw. Lift the trigger group from the old stock. The 
flange nut must be inverted for use in the new stock.

Step #4
For clip-fed rifles, remove the oval recessed area in the 
bottom of the stock, just foward of the trigger assembly 
opening. Stock material is easily removed with most 
common woodworking tools, drills and files.

Step #5
Install the trigger assembly into the ATI Fiberforce stock, 
the snug fit is intentional, reinstall the flange nut and 
trigger retaining screw.

Stock Installation
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Step #6
Install the upper handguard onto the barrel.

Step #7
With the handguard in place on the barreled action, align 
the front tabs of the stock to the front slot of the 
handguard. Continue to match tabs and slots until the 
top handguard sets with the stock and barrel assembly.

Step #8
Install and tighten the take-down screw.

Step #9
Install the front portion of the grip by sliding into place 
and then snapping the grip onto the fiberforce stock 
handle.

Step #10
Install the cone-shaped #8/32 x 2" screw through the 
trigger assembly, because this screw passes through the 
hole in the rear of the trigger assembly, it may be 
necessary to loosen the front screw of the trigger 
assembly. Tighten with a phillips head screwdriver until 
snug.
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